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COVER
Ruler, from By My Old
School. Customised
wooden trays covered
with CORONA MAPLE
W YA 5262 E, from
Lamitak.

T HE GR E AT PR E T E ND E R S

LAMINATE

LUNA
TIVOLI ELM
WY 1269D

Things are not what they seem. The walls of the chic living
spaces seen in this booklet are clad with wood, marble,
concrete and even metal – or are they? What they’re really
covered with are laminates, the great pretenders in interior
design. The best of them – as seen here – will bring 100-yearold scarred stone walls into your home, have your surfaces take
on the weather-beaten marks of wood, or give them the gritty
texture of a concrete factory wall, minus the rust, chips and
flakes. With Lamitak’s new 2014 -15 collection of styles, your
space is no longer bound by the physical limitation of materials.

LAMINATE

COSTA
NOGAL
HORIZONTAL
WY 1247D

THIS PAGE
Ferm Living flower pot
(big and small), white
porcelain urban
vases, all from Dream
Interiors. Wooden
owl (medium and
small), from Grafunkt.
Silver candleholder,
from Commune.
Other items,
stylist’s own.

Blue Russel three-seater
sofa and aluminium
trolley cart, both from
Commune. Frandsen
pendant rings light, from
Grafunkt. Chemistry
conical flasks, from
By My Old School.
Other items, stylist’s own.
Flooring: Walnut rustic in
bleached brushed finish,
from Wood & Wood.

wood would
Wood has the ability to warm up a room
and bring calmness to any space. Every piece
has a tale to tell, from the water-scarred logs
in the canals of Venice, to the sun-baked
painted surfaces of old houses. And every
design in Lamitak’s woodgrain collection is a
snapshot of a moment in time – the range is a
curation of the most inspiring textures whose
stories can be transferred to your interiors.

The strong character of Rialto Pine, inspired
by the weathered timber mooring posts in the
Venetian canals, lends a moody character to
this masculine den. Soft grey pairs perfectly with
this dark shade, with the glimmer of metal, the
shine of glass and a pop of blue for contrast.
LAMINATE

MARCO
RIALTO PINE
WYA 5278E

ACCENT
COLOUR

BLUE +
GREEN +
GREY
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Dramatic bands of light and dark woodgrains are
a distinguishing feature of Febe Noce Portofino.
The honey hue here is evocative of Mid-Century
modern wooden surfaces, and goes well with
vintage-inspired hues such as olive green and beige.

Manipulate nature.
With laminates, you get
the best of both worlds –
the beauty of natural
woodgrains, but just the
way you like it.

[

FEBE NOCE
PORTOFINO
WY 1267D

BLACK +
GREEN +
BEIGE

LAMINATE

CARLA NOCE
PORTOFINO
WY 1265D

ACCENT
COLOUR

LAMINATE

ACCENT
COLOUR

With the same graduated bands, but in brighter
silvery tones, Carla Noce Portofino brings the
lightness of Scandinavian wood tones into your
home, with a dramatic twist. Complement it with
earthy hues such as burnt orange and brown.

BROWN +
ORANGE +
WHITE

BELOW
Olympia Traveller
deluxe typewriter and
dominoes, both from
By My Old School.

New Norm mini
pink bottle, New
Norm thermo cup
with lid by Menu, oak
Mosquito chair, all
from Grafunkt. Other
items, stylist’s own.
Flooring: Pacific
wenge rustic in
natural finish, from
Wood & Wood.
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A beloved Asian hardwood, teak is a familiar
favourite for its rich hue and even graining.
The lighter, almost bleached tones of Emile
Hemavan Ash make for a soothing interior.
Both go well with darker brown hues.
LAMINATE

CANELE
YORK TEAK
WY 5230D

LAMINATE
Bowen TV Console,
from Commune. Malmo
in Natural wooden chair
by Ton, from Grafunkt.
Wood table lamp in
green and white, and
floor lamp by Muuto, all
from The Design Store
by Lifestorey. Other
items, stylist’s own.

EMILE
HEMAVAN
ASH
WG 5255D

ACCENT
COLOUR

BROWN +
BEIGE +
WHITE

Flooring: Walnut
rustic in bleached
brushed finish, from
Wood & Wood.
For illustration purpose only.

LAMINATE

LAMINATE

CANYON
AVANT OAK
WY 4244X

DALE
HOFFMANN
ELM
WY 4257D

ACCENT
COLOUR

ACCENT
COLOUR

BLACK +
GREEN

BLACK +
GREY

TOP LEFT
Bong round coffee
table with faux marble
finish by Cappellini, and
Letter N cup by Design
Letters, both from Dream
Interiors. Menagerie basset
hound, from The Design
Store by Lifestorey.
TOP RIGHT
Nudo side table with
Carrara marble top by
Sancal, and Black Luisa
armchair in natural
ashwood by Cassina, both
from Dream Interiors.
Other items, stylist’s own.
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tip!
The best way
to appreciate
a large-scale
woodgrain
pattern is by
using it to
cover a big
area. Using
accessories,
create a
vignette to
accentuate
the design
of the grain.
LAMINATE

ANTHRACITE
CORDUROY
WOOD
WYA 1252X

ACCENT
COLOUR

BLACK +
WHITE

The lightest shade in its range, Nicolo
Rialto Pine reveals an intriguing character,
featuring the knots, splits, unevenness and
staining of its inspiration – timber posts
semi-submerged in the canals of Venice.
A pop of yellow will perk up this muted hue.
LAMINATE

NICOLO
RIALTO PINE
WYA 5277E

LAMINATE

ACCENT
COLOUR

SANDY
HORIZONTAL
ELM GLOSS
WHG 4213G

YELLOW +
BROWN +
GREY

Large yellow vitamin
container, Corky
carafe by Muuto, and
Plus salt and pepper
mill by Muuto, all
from The Design
Store by Lifestorey.
F16 white bowl (small
and medium), both
from Grafunkt. White
bottle table lamp and
Kardell writing desk,
both from Commune.

ACCENT
COLOUR

BLACK +
ORANGE

ABOVE
Striped cutting
board, and white cup
and plate set, both
from The Design
Store by Lifestorey.
Wooden tray by
Hay, and Balbe cup
(small and medium),
all from Grafunkt.
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RIGHT
Poster by Therese
Sennerholt, from
Dream Interiors.
Black pendant lamp,
from Commune.
Other items,
stylist’s own.

9

The seemingly straightforward houndstooth design of
the Chidori range reveals a more complex construction
on closer inspection. Layers of pattern and colour
went into creating this subtle fashion statement.
LAMINATE

KUSA
CHIDORI
DXO 1347DC

printed matter

ACCENT
COLOUR

BROWN +
WHITE

A little pattern goes a long way in conjuring up
“texture” from a smooth surface. Laminates
represent the best of both worlds by creating
depth that is not possible with ordinary paint,
and being more durable than wallcoverings.

LAMINATE

LAMINATE

LAMINATE

SHIRO
CHIDORI
DXO 1345DC

PINKU
CHIDORI
DXO 1346DC

KURO
CHIDORI
DXO 1348DC

RIGHT
White table lamp,
from Commune.
Jonathan Adler small
white menagerie
horn sculpture, and
Closely Separated
white vase, both from
The Design Store by
Lifestorey. Mormor
ribbed cup by Normann
Copenhagen, from
Dream Interiors. Other
items, stylist’s own.
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marvellous marble

Black and white
geometry cups, from
The Design Store by
Lifestorey. Black Nud
pendant with plumen
bulb, and Wild Things
white containers by
Petite Friture, both
from Grafunkt. Nudo
side table by Sancal,
from Dream Interiors.
White bicycle, from
Coast Cycles. Other
items, stylist’s own.

Fashion is continually informed by past trends,
as is interior design. Dramatic marble veining
evocative of the 1970s makes a comeback;
and with laminates, you can cover almost
anything with “marble” at a fraction of the
usual cost. With the latest large-format prints
capturing the grand veining patterns of this
luxurious material in all its glory, how does
a feature wall in marble sound to you?

Bianco Marble Uassiq is as dramatic as a stormy sky,
where lines of grey streak across the surface like
lightning across the sky. This high-gloss large format
print brings a grand scale to interiors that is ultra
luxurious, yet contemporary at the same time. Pair
with black, white and a dash of green for contrast.

LAMINATE

BIANCO
MARBLE
UASSIQ
DXO 4316G

ACCENT
COLOUR

WHITE +
GREEN
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Light and feathery, the subtle veining of Vera
Florentina Marble makes it the perfect soft
canvas for elegant, upscale homes. Contrast
with accessories bearing clean and sharp
profiles in a strong colour such as black, or
bearing similar natural and organic textures.
LAMINATE

VERA
FLORENTINA
MARBLE
DXP 4319G

ACCENT
COLOUR

BLACK +
WHITE

Torei low table in
ashwood stained black
by Cassina, Kubus 4
black candleholder
by Lasso, Saarinen
round table in black
marble top by Knoll, all
from Dream Interiors.
Tidelight table lamp
with smoked glass
by Petite Friture,
from Grafunkt. Other
items, stylist’s own.

Craft small salt and pepper mill, Mormor sugar bowl,
Mormor small bowl, Mormor small plate, Mormor
cup, Mormor large plate, all by Normann Copenhagen
from Dream Interiors. Other items, stylist’s own.

The same feathery veining marks Lina Florentina
Marble, but its white and grey hues create an even
softer tone that is great for those who wish for
more minimalist spaces without losing warmth.

LAMINATE

LINA
FLORENTINA
MARBLE
DXP 4318G

ACCENT
COLOUR

YELLOW +
BROWN

14
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The way to appreciate
marble is not by covering
it with a protective surface,
but leaving it bare and
exposed. With laminates,
you never have to worry
about your “marble” top
absorbing stains.

[
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CROCO
VANILLA
DXO 4303B

FROM LEFT
Wall wonder clock by Ferm Living,
and Donna Wilson blue flower
cushion, both from The Design Store
by Lifestorey. Slope lamp in white,
Hug two-seater in buttero leather
by Wendelbo, wooden owl, all from
Grafunkt. Digital sunset blanket by
Zuzunaga, and poster by Therese
Sennerholt, both from Dream
Interiors. Other items, stylist’s own.

colour play
With hues spanning the prettiest baby
blue to the darkest red, solid-coloured
laminates promise colour constancy
and a durable, washable surface. With
laminates, you get unadulterated colours,
and you’ll never have to worry about
uneven patches on your wall.

A soft blue that is best shown off by lots of
sunlight, Aqua is uplifting, yet calm at the same
time. Ground the shade with more earthy tones
such as brick red for a daring contrast. A panel
of Croco Vanilla provides a touch of texture.
LAMINATE

AQUA
SCA 5139D

AQUA
SCA 5139D

LAMINATE

CROCO
VANILL A
DXO 4303B

ACCENT
COLOUR

BLUE +
BROWN +
BEIGE
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Paris Green, the darker cousin of mint green,
is a complex hue that can look elegant or playful,
depending on your furnishings. Play the colour up
with darker green shades and deep aubergines
for a contemporary, yet regal countenance.
LAMINATE

PARIS
GREEN
SCX 1164D

ACCENT
COLOUR

PURPLE +
GREEN +
GREY

For illustration purpose only.

Deep and dusky Brunswick is a sophisticated
shade that needs light to shine. Colours in the
red and orange family, and white, pair best
with this hue for a classic combination.

TOP
Flip stool in black
with oak legs by
Menu, Neon coffee
table in white
octagon, both from
Grafunkt. Tabouret
Meribel stool in
American walnut, and
Pumpkin in lacquered
red by Autoban, both
from Dream Interiors.
LEFT
Standing lamp, from
Commune. Talo
armchair in green
fabric by Sancal,
Luna cushions by
Zuzunaga, Nest
of Three black
tables by Ercol,
poster by Therese
Sennerholt, all from
Dream Interiors.
Other items,
stylist’s own.
Flooring: Euro white
oak grey washed in
brushed finish, from
Wood & Wood.
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LAMINATE

BRUNSWICK
SCX 1163D

ACCENT
COLOUR

RED +
BROWN +
WHITE

[

Think about gradations
and contrasts of colour to
create either a sophisticated
and soothing palette with
the former, or a brassy
confidence with the latter.
The results are dramatic
either way.

[
19

Grey, as seen in elegant Pewter, is a trending
colour that instantly creates a sophisticated scene.
Its natural companion, pink, is represented here
as Elodie, a desaturated tone that complements
the maturity of grey. Choose accessories in more
intense versions of the same hues to perk it up.
LAMINATE

PEWTER
SCA 1136D

ELODIE
SCX 1167D

ACCENT
COLOUR

BLACK +
RED +
ORANGE

BELOW
Red rust-coloured
Ironica chair by Ton,
Frandsen Saucer white
pendant lamp, J77 red Y
chair by Hay, 12-candle
light, all from Grafunkt.
Cavalletto table in
natural ashwood finish
by Cassina, Letter K & E
cups by Design Letters,
and Arne Jacobsen
espresso letter cup No.
4 (from a set of four),
all from Dream Interiors.

The Japanese name of this hue conjures up
images of Japanese lacquer, a deep intense red
that should be used sparingly. Try it in the dining
room as red is said to stimulate appetite; for a
classic combination, pair with black and white.
LAMINATE

KENZO
SCA 5104D

ACCENT
COLOUR

WHITE +
BROWN

Black table lamp,
fom Commune.
Geo Vacuum red
jug by Normann
Copenhagen, from
Dream Interiors.
WFH neon salt and
pepper shaker by
Hay, Objets medium
black glass by Petite
Friture, all from
Grafunkt. Bigston
cassette player, from
By My Old School.
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tip!

rustic chic
Our definition of rustic features the words
honest, unpretentious, original and untouched.
Rustic looks don’t arrive by manipulation, and
they celebrate natural materials and textures,
no matter the condition. It’s not difficult to
understand why, then, that Lamitak’s latest
collection is informed by so many imperfect,
scarred and weather-worn surfaces.

Inspired by houses in Burano Island, near Venice,
the linear design of Ava Milnerton bears evidence
of the layers of painted brushstrokes and the
natural wear and tear of wood. The random
quality of Milnerton is best appreciated on a
larger scale. Create a study of contrasts with
polished metals and a rich and royal blue.

With more
complex
designs
as your
background,
keep
furnishings to
a controlled
colour
palette and
textures to
a minimum.

Blue table lamp
by Vertigo Bird,
from Grafunkt.
Duchess armchair
in fabric by Content
By Conran, from
Dream Interiors.
Musical instruments,
from By My Old
School. Pierre
Henry blue trunk,
from The Design
Store by Lifetorey.
New Norm large
white bowl, New
Norm blue bottle
grinder set of two,
New Norm blue
thermo cup with lid,
all by Menu from
Grafunkt. Other
items, stylist’s own.

LAMINATE

AVA
MILNERTON
WYA 5275E

ACCENT
COLOUR

BLUE +
GREY +
BROWN
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the dark side
Darker hues have plenty to offer – elegance,
sexiness and sophistication. From the
industrial edge of burnished metal to the
grandeur of ancient stone and the formality of
menswear fabrics, take your pick for interiors
that mark maturity and a certain worldliness.

The robust Brass Patina is ironically inspired by
the romantic notion of time wearing down the
corrugated iron barns of the European countryside.
Although it bears the hue of deeply oxidised
metal with a hint of rust, one can still catch the
sheen of its metallic base shining through.
LAMINATE

BRASS
PATINA
DXN 4327M

ACCENT
COLOUR

WHITE +
BRASS

Copper kettle and copper fruit dish, both
from By My Old School. Phoreaus round
bottle (medium and small), both from
Grafunkt. Maru round brass hand mirror by
Ladies & Gentleman, from Dream Interiors.
Bronze triangle Lup candleholder with
candle by Hay, from Grafunkt. Memorabilia
porcelain “My Skull” by Seletti, from Dream
Interiors. E27 black pendant lamp by Muuto,
from The Design Store by Lifestorey.
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Love the dark side?
Don’t choose black for
your interiors, but dark
grey instead for a more
sophisticated appeal; the
shade goes better with
other hues as well.

The solidity of stone that has stood for centuries
as part of the Coliseum in Rome was the
motivation behind Vito Marmo Flavio. Gritty,
scuffed, marked – with some parts worn to a shine
– this design brings some history to your home.

Bringing to mind a casual formal look, the dark
denim design of Rowan Faux Denim can be
seen as a laid-back contemporary counterpoint
to the black-tie dress code. The soft fabric
texture and creases lends depth to the design,
while hints of orange add a playful touch.

LAMINATE

[

VITO
MARMO
FLAVIO
DXP 1336K

LAMINATE

ROWAN
FAUX DENIM
DXO 4325X

ACCENT
COLOUR

GREY +
BLACK

ACCENT
COLOUR

WHITE +
ORANGE

LEFT
Silver fork and
spoon, both from
The Design Store
by Lifestorey.
RIGHT
Orange fade plisse
grid A5 by Hay,
orange grid tea towel
by Hay, rotating pot,
tall pot and small
pourer pot, all by
Menu from Grafunkt.
Grey geometry mug,
black and white
geometry cup, both
from The Design
Store by Lifestorey.
Other items,
stylist’s own.
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Black large wire basket
by Ferm Living, and large
smoked oak top, both
from The Design Store
by Lifestorey. Mad Et
Lan black candle with lid
(big and small), Phoreaus
large round bottle, all
from Grafunkt. Black
quart floor base lamp
by Rich Brillian Willing,
from Dream
Interiors. Kardell
wooden armchair,
from Commune,

28

Like the monolithic architecture of acclaimed
Japanese architect Tadao Ando, Ando
Concrete masterfully replicates the nuances
of natural concrete with random shading and
markings. Add natural wood to complement
and balance out the cold concrete look.

Formal with a stylish sardonic edge, Drayden Pashley
creates a sophisticated space that displays all the
aesthetic attributes of smart, well-cut menswear.
Inspired by traditional British tweed, this design
is best contrasted with the crispness of white.

LAMINATE

LAMINATE

ANDO
CONCRETE
DXN 5324X

DRAYDEN
PASHLEY
DXO 1344DC

ACCENT
COLOUR

ACCENT
COLOUR

BROWN +
BLACK

WHITE +
BROWN

Estelle triangle
end table, from
Commune. E27
black pendant lamp
by Muuto, from
The Design Store
by Lifestorey. Other
items, stylist’s own.
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Lay It Down !

TIP! Laminates are surface claddings that can be easily changed. This means that if you want to refresh the
look of your kitchen cabinets or wardrobes, you may not have to rip the whole structure out – instead, simply
replace the laminated doors. Check with your contractor if it is possible for your surfaces.

GET TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE DURABLE AND VERSATILE LAMINATE.

This popular material can be seen everywhere,
but what exactly is a laminate? Some confuse
it with veneer, and even paint, because a laminate
covers the entirety of a surface. With new banding
solutions such as Lamitak’s Newedge technique,
it’s even harder to spot the tell-tale signs of
laminates (its edges) as the technique fills all gaps
and creates a seamless wrap around the object.
Check out Lamitak's seamless solution with your
interior designer or contractor.
WHAT ARE LAMINATES?
• High pressure laminates (HPL) are made
from layers of paper, soaked in chemical resins
and compressed under high heat and
pressure to form sheets between 0.7mm to
1mm thick.
•

A decorative paper is applied on the surface,
and this is what allows a laminate to look like
anything from wood to marble and metal.

•

Surfaces can also be embossed to give it real
texture for greater realism.

•

Laminates are sold in standard-size sheets of
4ft by 8ft.

WHY USE LAMINATES?
They are more durable as compared to natural
materials, and are hence preferred for interiors.
• Natural materials may be difficult to find
locally, and need to be imported. This costs
time and money, so laminates are more cost
efficient too.
•

•

They can also be used to replace wallpaper, which
is prone to wear and tear.

•

Laminates are easy to install, abrasion-resistant,
and have been treated to be fire-retardant and
water-resistant.

•

Laminates can be used in the bathroom too, for
the vanity cabinet. All cabinet edges should be
sealed properly to prevent water from seeping into
the substrate layer below the laminate surface, as
water may cause the substrate to expand. Consult
your designer or contractor for advice.
HOW TO MAINTAIN LAMINATES
Maintenance for laminates is simple. To remove
most stains, just wipe with a clean non-abrasive
cloth and warm water.

•

THE POSSIBILITIES OF LAMINATES
They can look like your favourite woodgrains,
gritty urban surfaces such as concrete,
weathered paint, rusted metal; and even fabric
such as silk, tweed and denim – but they don’t
require the laborious maintenance needed for
these materials.

•

Use them on customised furniture such as
tables, benches, bed frames, kitchen cabinets
or countertops.

•

With laminates, you can create a feature wall
in your home that looks like oxidised metal or
menswear fabric, or use them for a “concrete”
cabinet or a “marble” pillar.

•

Instead of using the whole sheet, cut the
laminate into pieces to create a collage.

•

Laminates with textured surfaces can add a
whole new dimension to the interior design
of your home.

Hole puncher, ruler,
clock and letter opener,
all from By My Old
School. Scissors by Hay,
from Grafunkt. Other
items, stylist’s own.
Laminate on wall,
CORDOBA NOGAL
HORIZONTAL
WY 1258D; and
laminate on table top,
COSTA NOGAL
HORIZONTAL
WY 1247D.

THIS PAGE
Laminate
URBAN SLATE
DXN 5308X
INSIDE BACK COVER
Laminate
DARIO RAMBLAS
DXP 1329C
BACK COVER
Laminate
CARLO MARMO FLAVIO
DXP 1333 K
All laminates as shown
are subjected to
availability. Colour may
vary from actual product.
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GRAFUNKT
A lifestyle brand co-founded by celebrated
local designer Nathan Yong, Grafunkt carries
a wide range of original furniture designs,
as well as impor ted European labels such
as Miniforms, Blu Dot and Decode London.
Its carefully curated stable of forwardlooking brands features a wide range of
contemporar y styles and products that
includes furniture, accessories and lighting.
#02-01/ 02, 85 Playfair Road, tel: 6281- 8465,

COAST CYCLES
Coast Cycles, a retail space with a
showroom, workshop and cafe in the hear t
of Siglap, is the first concept store for locally
designed bicycles. Founded by Jansen Tan,
the space carries a minimalist-industrial
vibe, offering nosh which Coast Cycles,
coffee specialist Papa Palheta and celebrity
chef Willin Low have collaborated on.
54 Siglap Drive, tel: 6681- 6681,

w w w. c o a s t c y c l e s . c o m

COMMUNE
A proud home-grown brand, Commune
works with local designers to offer original
furniture designs that meet the needs of
current lifestyles. Focusing on wood furniture,
the style of the pieces var y from rustic-chic
to minimalist, as well as retro-modern designs,
all of which will create a cosy and stylish nest.
#02-53 Millennia Walk, tel: 6338-3823,

www.thecommunelife.com

DREAM INTERIORS
Representing heavyweight designer furniture
brands such as Knoll, Cassina, Cappellini and
Autoban, Dream offers a premium selection
of European furniture and furnishings for
the design-savvy homeowner. It is a
one-stop destination for design enthusiasts.
456 River Valley Road, tel: 6235-0220,

w w w. d r e a m . c o m . s g

w w w. g r a f u n k t . c o m

THE DESIGN STORE BY LIFESTOREY
Launched in 2013, The Design Store by
Lifestorey is a furnishings hub with a bevy
of international furniture and accessories
brands. The company aims to reach
out to design-savvy homeowners and
help them define their individual style
through quality furniture. Kar tell, Muuto,
Casamania and Offecct are just some of
the designer brands available at the store.
#01- 00 /A, 16 Tai Seng Street, tel: 6749-2422,

w w w. l i f e s t o r e y. c o m

WOOD & WOOD
This wood-flooring manufacturer has
over 25 years of experience in the timber
industr y under its belt. It aims to be a
one-stop flooring solutions hub and offers
100 per cent timber options that are ecofriendly and kiln-dried to combat humidity,
as well as flooring for outdoor spaces.
#11- 02 Tan Boon Liat Building, tel: 6221-1854,
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TAK Products & Services Pte Ltd
41 Sungei Kadut Avenue
Singapore 729665
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Distributors
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For fur ther queries on Lamitak’s
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info@ lamitak.com.
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